
Chapter 3
Machine Translation System
Combination with Enhanced Alignments
Using Word Embeddings

Ch Ram Anirudh and Kavi Narayana Murthy

Abstract Machine Translation (MT) is a challenging problem and various tech-
niques proposed for MT have their own strengths and weaknesses. Combining var-
ious MT systems has shown promising results. Confusion network decoding is one
such approach. In this work, we propose using word embeddings for aligning words
from different hypotheses during confusion network generation. Our experiments,
on English-Hindi language pair, have shown statistically significant improvement in
BLEU scores, when compared to the baseline system combination. Four data-driven
MT systems are combined, namely, a phrase based MT, hierarchical-phrase based
MT, bi-directional recurrent neural network MT and transformer based MT. All of
these have been trained on IIT Bombay English-Hindi parallel corpus.

3.1 Introduction

Machine Translation (MT) is a challenging problem and various techniques pro-
posed for MT have their own strengths and weaknesses. For example, Neural MT
systems are good at fluency, whereas they suffer with the problems of unknown words,
amount of training data, length of sentences, word alignment and domain mismatch
[17]. Combining various MT systems could capitalize on these differences to obtain
improved translation quality.

Combining MT systems has shown improvement in performance [3, 8, 10, 28,
30]. Systems may be combined in two ways: (1) by intervention at the level of
architectures and (2) by combining only the outputs of various MT systems. The
focus of the current work is of the latter kind: confusion network decoding [3, 8, 28].
In this method, the outputs (hypotheses) from various MT systems are combined in
a directed acyclic graph structure called confusion network.
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System combination using confusion network involves three steps: confusion net-
work generation, scoring and decoding. Confusion network generation proceeds
by choosing a hypothesis called primary hypothesis from different MT hypotheses
and aligning semantically similar words from remaining hypotheses to the primary
hypothesis. Scoring involves assigning scores using ideas such as majority voting
score (number of hypotheses a word occurred in), language model probability and
word penalty. Decoding proceeds by beam search through the hypotheses space
generated by traversing the network.

Alignment of words from different hypotheses is a crucial step in confusion net-
work generation. Various methods have been proposed for alignment: Levenshtein
Distance [3], Translation Edit Rate (TER) [28], IBM model alignments [22] and
alignments in Meteor [8]. An open source Statistical MT system Jane [8], is used
for system combination in our work. Jane uses Meteor [2] matcher for alignments.
Meteor aligns words based on exact string matching, stem matching and synonyms.
Meteor is flexible and modules can be further added subject to the availability of
resources. In this work, we add a fourth module: word embeddings matcher to Meteor.
Word embeddings represent words as vectors in an n-dimensional space, capturing
a significant amount of semantic information. word2vec [23], fastText [5] and GloVe
[26] are some of the well known word embedding schemes. Semantically similar
words tend to form clusters in this n-dimensional space [23]. Therefore, distance
between the vectors (word embeddings) can be used to align semantically similar
words from different MT systems. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
attempt to use word embeddings for alignment in confusion network decoding.

In this work, outputs of four English to Hindi MT systems, namely, Phrase
Based statistical MT (PBMT) [18], Hierarchical Phrase Based MT (HPBMT) [7],
Bi-directional Recurrent Neural Network based neural MT (BRNN) [21] and Trans-
former based neural MT (TMT) [33] are combined. A system combination baseline
is built with default settings (exact, stem and synonymy) in Meteor. Four different
system combinations are built using four different word embeddings for alignment,
namely word2vec [23] (two variants: skip-gram and continuous bag of words (cbow)),
fastText [5] and GloVe [26]. We compare our proposed approach with the individual
MT systems and the baseline system combination. Statistically significant improve-
ments in BLEU [25] scores are observed in three cases: skip-gram, cbow and fastText.
IIT Bombay English-Hindi parallel corpus [20] is used for training the individual
MT systems. PBMT and HPBMT systems are trained using Moses [16]. BRNN and
TMT systems are trained using OpenNMT [14].

3.2 Methodology

Ensembling outputs of various MT systems is done by boosting. In boosting for
classification, various classifiers are trained and the class label that is assigned by a
majority of classifiers (majority voting) is chosen as the final label. Unlike a clas-
sification task, output of an MT system is a sequence of words. Majority voting
may not work since each MT system may generate a different sequence. To handle
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unhone kaha ki yah manoranjan par kendrit hoga

 usne kaha ki nivasiyon ke manoranjan par kendrit kiya jayega

 unhone kaha ki paryatakon ke manoranjan par fokas hoga

  unhone kaha ki avasiyon ke manoranjan par dhyan kendrit hoga

Fig. 3.1 An example of confusion network (primary hypothesis is in red color)

this, the hypotheses are arranged in a graph data structure called confusion network.
Confusion network is a directed acyclic graph with the following property: any path
from start to end node passes through all the nodes. Each arc label consists of a
word and a confidence score. Epsilon (NULL) arcs are allowed and scored 1. Ideally,
arcs from a node i to i + 1 should consist of words that are semantically related.
In a naive model, confidence score of a word could be the number of systems that
generated the word in the output. An example (Hindi) of various MT hypotheses and
the corresponding confusion network generated is given in Fig. 3.1.

3.2.1 Confusion Network Generation

The method of generating a confusion network used in Jane [8] is briefly described
here. Given the outputs of m MT systems, a primary hypothesis is chosen, and the
remaining hypotheses are aligned word-to-word with the primary hypothesis using
Meteor matcher. These alignments are used to generate a confusion network. Jane
uses a systematic way of generating confusion network to accommodate relations
for words from secondary hypotheses that are not aligned to primary hypothesis but
could be potential matches with words from the other hypotheses. First, a confusion
network skeleton is created with words in the primary hypothesis as arcs. Secondary
hypotheses are ranked based on a language model score built on the hypotheses.
Words from the best ranked hypothesis that are aligned with the words in the primary
hypothesis are added to the skeleton by inserting a new arc between the corresponding
nodes. Words that are not aligned are inserted by adding a new node to the previously
inserted arc. The new node is joined with the next node via an epsilon arc and an arc
with the unaligned word. This procedure continues until all secondary hypotheses
are added to the confusion network.
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m confusion networks are built with each one of m hypotheses as a primary
hypothesis. These m networks are combined by linking the start nodes of all the
networks to a single start node and the end nodes of all the networks to a single end
node, resulting in a lattice. The final output is generated by a beam search over all
possible hypotheses obtained by traversing the network. The objective function for
the search is a weighted log-linear combination of various parameters like: weight
for each member system, language model trained on input hypotheses, word-penalty
score and score for epsilon arcs. These weights are obtained by optimizing on a
held-out set, using Minimum Error Rate Training (MERT) [24].

3.2.2 Alignment of Hypotheses Using Word Embeddings

The major contribution of our work is alignment of hypotheses in confusion net-
work using semantic similarity based on word embeddings. For this, we modify the
implementation of Indic meteor provided by IIT-Bombay,1 which uses Indo-WordNet
[31] for synonymy module. Words that are left out after exact, stem and synonymy
matching, are matched using word embeddings. This is done using cosine similarity.
Words that have cosine similarity score above a threshold α are considered seman-
tically similar. α is set by maximizing the correlation of the Meteor scores, with a
data-set of human evaluations for post-editability [1]. The evaluators score from 1 to
4 based on the effort required to post-edit the MT outputs: 4 means no post-editing
required, 3 means minimal post-editing, 2 means post-editing required but better than
translating from scratch, 1 means it is better to translate from scratch. The data-set
consists of 100 sentences from 3 MT systems: PBMT, RNN based NMT and Google
translate, evaluated by professional translators. α for each word embedding is shown
in Table 3.1. Pre-trained word embeddings for Indian languages provided by Kumar
et al. [19] are used for all the experiments. Size of the embedding vector consid-
ered is 50. Adding word embeddings to meteor matcher (Table 3.2) has resulted in
increased number of word-matches, tested on transformer MT output and reference
translations.2

Table 3.1 Thresholds of semantic similarity, obtained by maximizing the correlation with a human
evaluated data-set

Word embedding Semantic similarity threshold (α)

Skip-gram 0.82

Cbow 0.73

FastText 0.80

GloVe 0.94

1 https://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/~moses/download/meteor_indic/register.html.
2 details of the data-set used are given in Sect. 3.4.
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Table 3.2 Number of word matches by each module in Meteor when test data is aligned with
reference data

Module Matches

Exact 25,876

Stem 1278

Synonym 1602

Embeddings 5240

Total 33,996

There are 48622 tokens in test data and 51019 tokens in reference data

Table 3.3 Examples of words matched using word embeddings in Meteor, that are missed out by
other modules

Words given in Table 3.3 give an idea of potential word alignments that exact,
stem and synonym modules fail to match, but are matched using word embeddings.
These examples are taken from Meteor (word2vec) matches between TMT output
and reference translations. There are Hindi equivalents of loan words/transliterated
words, synonyms of words, inflected forms of same root, spelling variants, etc.

3.3 Related Literature

Ensembling using confusion network for machine translation was first proposed by
Bangalore et al. [3]. The authors used Multiple String Alignment (MSA) algorithm
based on Levenshtein distance between a pair of strings. Matusov et al. [22] pro-
posed using alignment models from IBM models of SMT [6]. The set of hypotheses
generated from different MT systems are used as the training data for learning align-
ments. If the size of the hypothesis set is m sentences and if there are n MT systems,
there will be m ∗ (n ∗ (n − 1)/2) pairs of strings for learning the alignments. The
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authors reported some improvements in BLEU scores for Chinese-English, Spanish-
English, Japanese-English language pairs. Sim et al. [30] and Rosti et al. [27, 28]
used a relatively simpler alignment method that uses edit operations from Transla-
tion Edit Rate (TER) [32] computation and obtained improved results. Rosti et al.
[28] further improved consensus decoding by adding features like language model
scores, number of epsilon arcs, number of words in hypothesis in a log-linear model.
System combination using Jane [8] has outperformed the best single systems as well
as best system combination task of WMT 2011.

Jayaraman and Lavie [12] aligned words in hypotheses by matching explicitly.
The aligned hypotheses are used to generate a new set of synthetic hypotheses and
ranked using confidence scores. Confusion network is not used in this method of
system combination. Heafield et al. [10] enhanced this system further by introducing
an alignment sensitive method for synchronizing available hypothesis extensions
across the systems. They also packed similar partial hypothesis, allowing greater
diversity in beam search. Banik et al. [4] follow a similar approach and score the
hypotheses using various features like language model score, BLEU score, word
movers distance and cosine similarity between hypotheses using word2vec. It may
be noted that word2vec has been used here for scoring and not alignment. To the best
of our knowledge, there have been no attempts in literature to align the hypotheses
in confusion networks using word embeddings.

3.4 Set up of the Experiments

3.4.1 Data

English-Hindi parallel corpus developed and provided by Center for Indian Language
Technologies (CFILT) at IIT Bombay,3 is used for training all MT systems. Version
3.0 [20] consists of 1,609,682 sentence pairs from various domains. The development
set consists of 520 sentence pairs and test set consists of 2507 sentence pairs. Hindi
monolingual corpus, which is also shared by the same group, consists of 45 Million
sentences and 844 Million tokens approximately.

3.4.2 Data Pre-processing

We use Moses [16] toolkit for tokenization, cleaning and true-casing for English
language data. Hindi language data is tokenized using Indic NLP library.4 Length of
the sentences is limited to 80. For NMT systems, we use byte pair encoding (BPE)

3 http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/iitb_parallel/.
4 https://anoopkunchukuttan.github.io/indicnlplibrary/.
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[29] word segmentation with 32K merge operations. This segments the tokens into
sub-words and reduces the vocabulary size by a large degree. Using BPE has been
found to alleviate out-of-vocabulary problem, which was a major bottleneck in NMT.

3.4.3 Training of MT Systems

We use Moses [16] for building PBMT and HPBMT systems. Word alignments are
trained usingmgiza. After training, alignments are symmetrized with -grow-diag-
final-and heuristic. Reordering model is built with msd-bidirectional
option. A 5-gram language model with Kneser-Ney smoothing is built with lmplz
(kenlm) which comes along with Moses. Tuning is performed using MERT. HPBMT
is built with default options in Moses.

We use OpenNMT [14] for building BRNN and TMT systems. BRNN system is
trained using LSTM based bi-directional RNNs with global attention, with 4 encod-
ing and 4 decoding layers. TMT system is trained using transformers with 6 encoding
layers and 6 decoding layers, with 8 attention heads. Adam [13] optimizer is used
in both NMT systems. The choice of hyper-parameters is based on configurations of
various state-of-the-art NMT systems implemented in Workshop on Asian Transla-
tion (WAT) [9] and our own experimental observations. Both the NMT systems are
trained on NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 GPUs with 8GB memory.

3.5 Experiments and Results

We train four MT systems namely PBMT, HPBMT, BRNN and TMT. Five system
combinations are performed in total: baseline system with default Meteor align-
ments (baseline), alignment with word2vec skip-gram (sg), alignment with word2vec
CBOW (cbow), alignment with fastText (fastText) and alignment with GloVe (GloVe).
BLEU and RIBES [11] evaluation scores are reported in Table 3.4. Bold entries indi-
cate improvement in BLEU and Ribes scores over best individual system (TMT).

System combination using word embeddings has shown improvement in perfor-
mance in all cases except GloVe. System combination baseline has shown marginally
poor performance in comparison with best individual system (TMT). To check
whether the difference between the BLEU scores is statistically significant, we per-
form students t-test by bootstrap resampling [15] for each pair of MT systems. The
null hypothesis is that the outputs are from the same system. We reject the null
hypothesis at p < 0.05. The p-values are reported in Table 3.5.

From Table 3.5, it is evident that out of the four system combinations, three
models: sg, cbow and fastText show a significant improvement in BLEU scores,
when compared with the best individual system (TMT) and the baseline combination
system. Improvement in performance of GloVe against baseline is marginal but not
statistically significant. The decrease in performance with respect to TMT is also not
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Table 3.4 Performance of individual MT systems and their combinations

MT system BLEU RIBES

PBMT 12.06 0.652

HPBMT 13.28 0.655

BRNN 13.31 0.715

TMT 18.66 0.735

baseline 18.52 0.724

sg 18.96 0.731

cbow 19.00 0.735

fastText 18.99 0.731

GloVe 18.53 0.729

Table 3.5 p−values for difference between BLEU scores for each pair of MT systems; p < 0.05
are shown in blue color (reject null hypothesis) and others are shown in red

- PBMT HPBMT BRNN TMT baseline sg cbow fastText GloVe
PBMT 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
HPBMT 1.000 0.361 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
BRNN 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
TMT 1.000 0.183 0.013 0.006 0.010 0.155
baseline 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.419
sg 1.000 0.237 0.287 0.000
cbow 1.000 0.332 0.000
fastT ext 1.000 0.000
GloVe 1.000

statistically significant. The difference between GloVe and other combinations based
on word embeddings, is statistically significant. There is no statistically significant
difference between the following pairs: TMT-baseline, sg-cbow, sg-fastText, cbow-
fastText and HPBMT-BRNN.

3.6 Conclusion

In this work, we have used word embeddings for aligning hypotheses in confusion-
network based system combination. An open source statistical MT toolkit Jane,
which uses Meteor matcher for confusion network generation is used for our exper-
iments. Meteor is appended with a module for matching words using word embed-
dings. Cosine similarity between the vectors is used for aligning semantically sim-
ilar words. Four English-Hindi MT systems PBMT, HPBMT, BRNN and TMT are
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trained on IIT-Bombay English-Hindi parallel corpus. Outputs of these four systems
are combined in four different settings using word-embeddings: word2vec skip-gram
(sg), word2vec cbow, fastText and GloVe. A system combination baseline is built with
default Meteor setting without word embeddings. Three systems (sg, cbow and fast-
Text) out of four combination systems have shown statistically significant improve-
ment in BLEU scores, compared to baseline and the best performing individual
system (TMT). GloVe shows a marginal improvement in BLEU score compared
to the baseline, but it is not statistically significant. Thus, we see that using word
embeddings for alignment in confusion network decoding holds promise.
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